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Glassdoor

• State of Ohio (38) 3.1  58%recommend
• Columbus (2)  2.5
• IRS (183) 3.4   63%
• USPS (507) 2.8 40%  
• Progressive (400) 3.3 64%
• Quicken (167) 3.2
• University of Akron (45) 3.7    OSU (3.8)
• LAUSD (76) 2.9
• Average  3.2



Other Glassdoor

• Lubrizol   3.9

• University Hospitals  3.8

• Swagelok   3.7

• Eaton  3.6

• Cleveland Clinic  3.6

• Case Western University  3.6



4 Themes of Research

Our 3 Combined Themes

1. Reputation or Brand – substantial 
increase in recent research

2. Interaction of Selection (Assessment) and 
Brand

3. What do you do if you have a broken 
brand – a poor reputation 



4. Public Sector

Overall Negative Reputation for the Public 
Sector

– Unpleasant Jobs

• Sewers

• Teaching

– Crisis situations – Budgets, Bad News 

Role of public sector motivation



Take Survey

• https://akron.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV
_0Oh7i9mp2C44udn



SCANDALS



SCANDALS ARE HOT



AND POPULAR



And Numerous



Government Scandals



IRS



Responses to Scandals

• Public Relations 
Firms

• Marketing Firms

• Crisis Response Firms

• But very little actual 
research (which to a 
cynic such as myself –
raises my interest and 
antennae)



SIOP

• I was let’s say confronted on this issue at 
SIOP

• Lots of research for many years

• I agreed – except it is not available, 
proprietary, unpublished (2010, 2012)

• Does not mean it is not valuable



Review of Literature

• Corporate branding emerged in the 1970s
and was initially mostly managerially 
inspired, rather than academically driven. 
One of the first academic studies came in 
the 1980swith investigations as to how 
corporate advertising affects company 
image (Winters, 1986). 



Review of Literature

• Corporate reputation, and the factors 
underlying it have been a subject of 
interest since the beginning of the 1990s 
(and corporate identity)



Selection, Assessment, HR

• The consequences of 
corporate image on 
employee 
identification and 
recruitment 
(Highhouse et al., 
1999)



Literature Cont

• The work of Lemmink et al. (2003, No. 
164) and Highhouse et al. (1999, No. 141), 
appearing as a hub on CB and 
employment image, dominate this 
research stream of corporate branding and  
its relation to employment image and 
intention



Reputation Literature

• Also a reputation literature and response 
to crisis literature

• Primarily case study



CATEGORIZATION OF “BAD 
REPUTATIONS”



4 Problem Jobs

• Long term bad reputation

• Job with difficult working conditions

• Crisis Situation – LA

• Company with Different Brands











SO HOW DO WE RESPOND -
ADVICE



Advice on Recruiting

• Usually comes from Microsoft or Disney

• From Employers of Choice

• Employee does not need to create or 
maintain an image

• Already has one 

• New blog – Google



Recruiting for the Public 
Sector

• Shortage of Specific Advice for the Public 
Sector



THE TRADITIONAL 
RESEARCH 

Marketing, PR, and Persuasion



Marketing Theory

• Consumers share their experiences with 
other would-be consumers

– Incumbents/Applicants

– Clients/Stakeholders



Marketing Theory

• Consumer-generated Word-of-Mouth is 
viewed as more credible/less biased than 
traditional marketing/recruiting campaigns 



Marketing Theory

• Three important questions:

1. What captures a job candidate’s attention?

• Where and how are they finding out about the 

good, the bad, and the ugly of your organization?



Marketing Theory

• Three important questions:

2. What are job candidates doing based on 
what they notice about your organization?

• Applying?  Not applying?  Encouraging others to 

apply/not apply?



Marketing Theory

• Three important questions

3. How can your organization manage its 
reputation through effectively leveraging 
consumer-generated word-of-mouth?



Communication Theory

• Tends to focus on image restoration

• Responding to a crisis

• Image repair after a crisis



Persuasion Research

• Does not appear to consider persuasion 
research



Manage Communication

• Get message out there

• Frame message

• People will listen



Lottery

• Its like the lottery – you have to buy a 
ticket to win

• If you don’t frame the debate – then you 
lose the opportunity

• Caldiero (2009)



Corrective Action

• Another general image restoration 
strategy is corrective action, in which the 
company promises to correct the problem.



Corrective Action

• This action can take the form of restoring 
the state of affairs existing before the 
offensive action, and/or promising to 
prevent the recurrence of the offensive act.



Mortification

• The third general strategy for image 
restoration is to confess and beg 
forgiveness

• A potential drawback to this strategy is 
that it might invite lawsuits from victims.



Third Party Validators

• PR Firm Representative

• Use 3rd Party Validators

• Consulting Firms





3 Suggestions

• At this point, 3 suggestions then

1. Take the PR approach, media 
announcements, manage social media, 
and 3rd party validators

2. Make true underlying change

3. Manage brand and image through 
management of assessment, assessment 
content, and the employment webpage



OUR RESEARCH



Research - How do?

• Assessment and  Websites Impact Image

• How Does Image Impact Reactions to 
Assessments 

• Interaction of Individual Differences 
including Social Identity Consciousness 
and Familiarity



Study of Remotely Delivered 

Assessment

 Repeated Measures – Different 

Levels of Brand 

 The impact varied as a function of 

the manipulated initial brand level

 Per the Difficult Hire, perceptions 

were more positive for the low 

brand level condition.

 Overall, became more negative for 

attractiveness. 



Cues/Signals 

from Assessment 

Content

Corporate Image 

Perceptions

Reactions

Attraction

Previous 

Experience

SIC

Perceived 

Perf



Key Points & Contributions

• Large corporations are increasingly 
brand conscious;  selection assessments 
are evolving to reflect this

– Focus on the “candidate experience” 
Incorporating RJP, corporate branding, 
culture 



3 Suggestions

• At this point, 3 suggestions then

1. Take the PR approach, media 
announcements, manage social media, 
and 3rd party validators

2. Make true underlying change

3. Manage brand and image through 
management of assessment, assessment 
content, and the employment webpage



Conclusion

• Assessments and Selection Can Impact 

Image

• Can Help to Repair a Negative Image

• But There Are Other Factors – Including 

Online Reputation



The End

• at a certain point seduction is over and 
force is actually being requested

• Don Draper – Mad Men



Results of Survey



Real World

• Does fairness matter

• Some of the most litigated tests – appear to 
be those that are our best tests, and based on 
criteria, public sector tests are very fair 
(compared to private sector US tests)

• High stake tests (distributive justice) lead to 
feelings of unfairness and litigation

• Transparency more problematic than a lack 
of transparency


